OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

Though there are office bearers who does the work of work of administration such as collection of fees, issue and collection of the forms, correspondence with other colleges and universities, maintaining accounts and so on they do not deal with the professional part of Human Resource. They Objective of the study is to deal with the Human Resource Management as a system, where the Human Resource in the institution is the core subject matter.

- To Analysis the workload of Office bearer in colleges.
- To Analysis how Human Resource Management helps the faculties to grow academically and professionally.
- To Analysis how Human Resource Management helps to build up the attitude of professionalism in the mind of the students and faculties.
- To Analysis how Human Resource Management prepare student in the world of work
- To Analysis how Human Resource Management helps management in formulating plans and policies for human resources (Students as well as faculties) in their colleges.
- To Analysis how Human Resource Management will help in formulating the strategies to survive, and complete at national and international level (Globalization).